
Vallabh bhai fellowship poll question and results: 
 

Do you approve Vallabh bhai's fellowship at Rs.15000/month for 2010? All updates and information 

are available at http://www.ashanet.org/projects/project-view.php?p=611 . Meeting minutes from the 

renewal presentation on 11/17/10 are at http://groups.yahoo.com/group/ashasv-vol/message/8065 . 

Responses 

Choices Votes % 1 reply 

Yes 11 100  

No 0 0  

 
 
Asha SV Meeting minutes from Nov 17, 2010. 
 
Attendees: Anshu, Vinod, Amit, Teesta, Sekar, Sundeep+, Pankaj, Sujatha, Neehar*, Shashidhar*, Madhu, Bhanu, 
Vijay, Kapil 
(*on the phone, +new vol) 
 
Vallabhai fellowship [Vinod] 
--------------------------------------- 
 Intro to fellowship: 
- fellowships were originally supported through general funds 
- oversight became an issue and fellowsips were fedarated to chapters 
- formal process was established in 2003 
- SV has 3 fellows including Vallabh bhai, the other two being Surabh and Aheli 
  
 Background of Vallabh bhai: 
- handles a variety of things for Asha Trust 
- handles all finances of Asha Trust, inluding all disbursal that happens through Asha trust 
- has been with Asha India for a while 
- helps with maintenance of records and tracking disbursals etc. 
- Vallabh has been working on teacher training programs 
- teacher training program based on eklavya pattern 
- works closely with ASV schools and programme conducted in the schools 
- RTE work 
            - role of NGO in general, including Asha Trust is ctirical post RTE 
            - not all centers are registered which is a problem 
            - actively working on making people aware of RTE 
            - general concerns about implementation of RTE in remote areas 
            - NON formal schools are necessary and must continue 
                        
- Conducted Teacher training camp with Varun 
- Summer camp for 80 ASV children with excursions etc. 
- RTI work 
            - runs 4 hour camp/workshops every thursday for 
            - runs awareness activities about RTI 
            - filed a lot of RTI applications with some success 
            - some examples of RTI success stories that Vallabh bhai has been involved with 
  
- NREGA work 
            - formed a mazdoor union 
            - organize social audits on NREGA 



            - collect a lot of data and have clear audit of improvement and success in two districts 
            - got two interns working on NREGA audit with Vallabh 
  
- supervised 8 interns in last one year 
- interns work in a broad set of areas under Vallabh 
- involved in UNICEF project 'Nirantar' 
- We support Vallabh with Rs. 15K/month 
- fellowsip amount is more contextual and is not fixed across fellows 
- Rs. 15K is the upper limit, and some fellows feel its not enough in expensive places like Delhi 
- tracking expenses for fellows is problematic 
- fellowship group will propose a raise in the monthly limit that will get to ARC poll next year 
- new poll for fellowship renewal 
  
 
Eastern Brew - fundraising partnership [Shashidhar on the phone] 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
            - Eastern Brew is a local band that Shashi's a part of 
            - want to partner with SV for a fundraiser in December 
            - [q] what kind of an event or size we are looking at? 
            - [a] small gigs, in small places and clubs. Maybe work with a small set of audiance ~125 
            - new band and is looking for venue 
- the band can work on the venue probably a lounge and will need help with ticketing,  and day-of-event help 
            - band will donate a portion of the proceeds to SV 
            - chapter can help with publicity assuming minimal overhead  (through lists, website) 
  
Action Items: 
        -Shashidhar to come back with details about venue, date 
        -connect Shashidhar with IO, Bubbles coords for help with finding venue 
  
RTE discussion (continuation from last week) [Vinod] 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
            - statewise implementation of RTE 
            - some open and relevant questions are: 
                        - how do you define neigh 
                                    - almost all state drafts define it as 1 km radius for children of classes 1-5 
                                    - 5 km radius for children of classes 6-14 
                                    - adopted from the model bill from the Center 
                        - implementation of 25% clause, in aided/un-aided schools 
                        - penalties if school is not recognized 
                        - structure of School Management Committe 
                        - Grivence Redressal and process around implementation thereof  
                        - how can RTE help our projects 
            - RTE has to be a big part of our proejects 
- states cannot change the basic structure of the act but can change provisions and implementation 
            - draft provisions of Maharashtra RTE 
  
Action Item: 
Vinod, Amit, Vijay(?) to work on creating a consolidate RTE summary document based on RTE implementation 
drafts from various states. 
 


